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QUESTION 1

Which is a key capability offered by IBM UrbanCode Deploy in a release and deployment solution? 

A. Asset Repository, Environment Configuration, Delivery Pipeline 

B. Workload Provisioning, Workload Orchestration, Service Management 

C. Environment Discovery and Analytics, Build Automation, Test Automation 

D. Requirements Management, Application Performance Management, Project Planning 

Correct Answer: A 

 

QUESTION 2

Which three must be installed to have a working installation of IBM UrbanCode Deploy? (Select three.) 

A. Urbancode agent monitor 

B. Urbancode Deploy agent 

C. Database 

D. Urbancode Deploy server 

Correct Answer: BCD 

A IBM UrbanCode Deploy installation consists of the IBM UrbanCode Deploy server, a database, and at least one
agent. 

References: https://www.ibm.com/support/knowledgecenter/SS4GSP_6.1.0/com.ibm.udeploy.install.doc/
topics/install_ch.html 

 

QUESTION 3

What do Source Configuration plugins enable the user to do? 

A. Explicitly define an IBM UrbanCode Deploy agent that will download a component\\'s files 

B. Explicitly define a sub-process that will perform selective configuration of a component\\'s files 

C. Explicitly define a procedure for interactively selecting which component files to download when the deployment
process runs 

D. Explicitly define a sub-process for downloading a component\\'s files from multiple repositories 

Correct Answer: A 
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References: https://developer.ibm.com/urbancode/videos/source-configuration-plugins-ibm-urbancodedeploy/ 

 

QUESTION 4

What do you use to define a logical grouping of deployable that function as a single unit and contain definitions of
automations and target environments? 

A. Component template 

B. Resource 

C. Application D. Resource template 

Correct Answer: B 

Component-type resources represent the components that are deployed to target environments. A 

resource is a logical deployment target that typically resolves to an agent and a user-defined construct that 

is based on the architectural model of IBM UrbanCode Deploy. 

If a resource is part of a hierarchy, it delegates its automation, if any, up the chain until it finds an agent. 

In IBM UrbanCode Deploy, deployable items are combined into logical groupings called components. 

Incorrect Answers: 

D: A resource template is a model for a group of resources. The template contains a hierarchy of resources, groups,
and agent prototypes that is a starting point for creating new resources. 

References: http://www.ibm.com/support/knowledgecenter/SS4GSP_6.2.0/com.ibm.udeploy.doc/topics/
resources_ch.html 
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QUESTION 5

Which three types of component processes manage environment inventory when they execute? 

A. Uninstall Process 

B. Deployment Process 

C. Operational Process 

D. Generic Process 

Correct Answer: ABC 

You use the following component process types: deployment, Configuration Deployment, operational, and uninstall. 

References: https://www.ibm.com/support/knowledgecenter/SS4GSP_6.2.0/com.ibm.udeploy.doc/topics/
comp_process_types.html 

 

QUESTION 6

When installing and configuring an IBM UrbanCode Deploy (UCD) agent, how many ports does the agent require to
communicate with the UCD server? 

A. One port to receive commands from the server and to return logs for execution results. 

B. Two ports: one to receive commands from the server and one port to return logs for execution results 

C. Two ports: one to receive commands from the server and return logs for executions results, and one port to handle
administration of the agent 

D. Three ports: one to receive commands from the server, one to return logs for execution results and one port to
handle administration of the agent 

Correct Answer: A 

Server Port: The port that is used by the IBM UrbanCode Deploy server or agent relay to connect to the agent. The
default port for connecting to the server is 7918. The default port for connecting to an agent relay is 7916. Note: There is
also a Proxy Port, which is the HTTP proxy port of the agent relay, if used. The default value is 20080. 

References: http://www.ibm.com/support/knowledgecenter/SS4GSP_6.2.0/com.ibm.udeploy.doc/topics/
agent_installremote.html 

 

QUESTION 7

Which IBM UrbanCode Deploy executable is invoked by command-line scripts? 

A. udeploy 

B. ucdeploy 

C. udclient 
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D. udserver 

Correct Answer: C 

If IBM UrbanCode Deploy does not have a source configuration type for your build system, you can use the udclient
command-line client to manage components. 

References: http://www.ibm.com/support/knowledgecenter/SS4GSP_6.2.1/com.ibm.udeploy.doc/topics/
comp_create_udclient.html 

 

QUESTION 8

What is an agent? 

A. An agent is a logical user-defined construct that represents a target for deployments. 

B. An agent can be either a logical or physical representation of a deployed application. 

C. An agent is a pre-defined construct that represents a server targeted for deployments. 

D. An agent is a lightweight process that runs on the target host and communicates with the IBM UrbanCode Deploy
server. 

Correct Answer: D 

An agent is a lightweight process that runs on a deployment-target host and communicates with the IBM UrbanCode
Deploy server. 

References: http://www.ibm.com/support/knowledgecenter/SS4GSP_6.2.0/com.ibm.udeploy.doc/topics/
resources_agents.html 

 

QUESTION 9

You are integrating IBM UrbanCode Deploy (UCD) with a database in order to perform database deployments. Which
statements is true about IBM UCD and the order of the SQL scripts to be executed? 

A. IBM UCD queries the target database to determine the order in which the scripts need to be executed. 

B. The order must be hardcoded into the deployment process. 

C. IBM UCD will only run scripts that have not been executed against a database. The order is irrelevant. 

D. IBM UCD uses a naming convention to determine the order to execute the scripts. 

Correct Answer: D 

 

QUESTION 10

Which customer problem does IBM UrbanCode Deploy address? 

A. Testing teams are suffering delays verifying new features due to poor application installation documentation. 
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B. Development managers are having difficulty getting their teams to achieve good agile planning practices. 

C. There is a team of administrators that support the current application portfolio, but they are uncertain about their
ability to support growth. 

D. Users have many complaints about the ease-of-use concerning a main flagship application user interface. 

Correct Answer: B 

One key benefit of UrbanCode is how quickly it can be implemented and used for deployments. DevOps with
UrbanCode extend agile ALM to Accelerate Business Value. 

 

QUESTION 11

A development team wants to capture all the versions of the components that were deployed in the QA environment and
the want to deploy them on the Production environment. What is the best approach for doing this in IBM UrbanCode
Deploy? 

A. They should create a tag to identify which revisions were deployed in the QA, and when executing the deployment to
Production they should select all the versions that have the defines tag. 

B. They should create an application baseline that includes all the component versions deployed on the QA. 

C. They should compare the QA environment with the Production environment, and from the differences create a delta
deployment that should be applied to Production. 

D. They should create a snapshot of the QA environment and deploy this snapshot to Production. 

Correct Answer: A 

Using Tagging to Implement Blue/Green Deployments Many clients using IBM UrbanCode Deploy are interested in
implementing Blue/Green deployments. A Blue/Green deployment is a term that refers to a method of deploying the
same Components to multiple servers or server clusters in a way that eliminates the need to bring them all offline at the
same time. Whether the goal is to maintain availability to a service or application during an upgrade or your internal
system requires constant server uptime, simply taking all resources offline simultaneously just isn\\'t an option. 

References: https://developer.ibm.com/urbancode/docs/blue-green-deployments-using-tags-ibmurbancode-deploy/ 

 

QUESTION 12

What is the main use of resources in IBM UrbanCode Deploy? 

A. To contain actual deployment artifacts 

B. To group component versions and configuration versioning into one entity 

C. To contain artifacts, or files, that provide a reusable solution 

D. To translate between agents (actual execution) and logical deployment targets 

Correct Answer: D 

A resource is a logical deployment target that typically resolves to an agent. Note: A resource can represent an agent,
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agent pool, component, or an organizational entity that is used to group other resources. A component-type resource
can point directly to the agent or agent pool that deploys it, or point to another resource in a hierarchical chain of
resources. If a resource is part of a hierarchy, it delegates its automation, if any, up the chain until it finds an agent. 

References: https://www.ibm.com/support/knowledgecenter/SS4GSP_6.1.0/com.ibm.udeploy.doc/topics/
resources_ch.html 

 

QUESTION 13

A security type in IBM UrbanCode Deploy is a product area that can have permissions defined for it. Additional subtypes
can be defined for the product areas. In which product areas is it impossible to define additional subtypes? 

A. Agents and Resources 

B. Web UI and Server Configuration 

C. License and Process 

D. Components and Applications 

Correct Answer: B 

Except for the web UI and server configuration product areas, you can create security subtypes for most product areas. 

References: https://www.ibm.com/support/knowledgecenter/en/SS4GSP_6.1.0/
com.ibm.udeploy.admin.doc/topics/security_types_create.html 

 

QUESTION 14

The approval process is executed when approved by which user type? 

A. The user type currently configured to execute the process 

B. The administrator user type 

C. The user type configured for approval in the approval process being executed 

D. The user type of the user created both the application processes and the component processes 

Correct Answer: C 

Deployment approvals are created in a process that specifies the job that needs approval and the role of the approver.
When a request for approval is made, the users with the corresponding role are notified of the work item through email.
The approver has the liberty to approve or reject a deployment as well as provide comments to the decision.
References: https://developer.ibm.com/urbancode/products/urbancode-deploy/features/quality-gatesapprovals/ 

 

QUESTION 15

IBM\\'s DevOps strategy is based on which main entry point (also known as adoption paths)? 

A. Plan and Measure, Develop and Deploy, Test and Release, Monitor and Optimize 
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B. Plan and Perfect, Design and Test, Release and Deployment, Monitor and Optimize 

C. Plan and Measure, Develop and Test, Release and Deployment, Monitor and Optimize 

D. Propose and Plan, Develop and Deploy, Release and Reveal, Monitor and Maintain 

Correct Answer: C 

IBM DevOps Adoption paths consists of: Plan and measure Develop and test Release and deploy Monitor and optimize 

References: http://www.ibm.com/developerworks/library/d-adoption-paths/ 
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